
Fiona Morrison (Encamp, Andorra 1970) 
 
2018-“Dins del bosc” group exhibition. el quadern robat, Barcelona. 
2015-Tribute to Vazquez Montalban, with the photographic work "Black rice with a touch 
          de nuve "Inspired by the book The recipes of Carvalho, collective. Germany, England and Russia. 
2014-Exhibition in Paris with the work exhibited in Venise, in the Institut d’Estudis Catalans in La Marée. 
          “Un canvi d’aires”, group exhibition. el quadern robat, Barcelona. 
2013-Participates in the Venise Biennal with the video Two Walks 
2010-Presentation of the book L'U in Arts Santa Mónica and exhibition of the images from the book 
        -“Llocs/Lugares/Places” Solo exhibition at Joan Prats-Artgràfic 
2009-Collective exhibition homage to Vicente Aleixandre, together with Riera i Aragó, Carmen 
         Calvo, Santi Moix, Josep Uclés, Luis Gordillo, Enrique Brickman, Menchu Lamas, etc. 
        -Global exhibition of the awarded works in the Honda-La Garriga Awards 
2008-Solo exhibition at the KIRON gallery in Paris, together with the artist Josep Uclés. 
2007-Individual exhibition with his father John Morrison at the Institut d’Estudis Catalans of Paris 
          2006-Selected for the traveling exhibition HONDA competition. Month of March 2007 
          Fontana d'Or Girona 
        -Art Fairs in China and Korea, with Joan Prats-Artgrafic, work "FOLISCOPIS 
2006-Individual exhibition of photography in the Joan Prats-Artgràfic Gallery, Barcelona. "A special 
          place”(portraits) 
2005-KRTU photographic commission, for the lectures "The Physics of the Book esthetic”. 
         La Pedrera, Barcelona 
        -Exhibition with his father John Morrison in the Can Ginebreda Forest, Banyoles 
2004-Artists in the Forum. Organized by the association of galleries of Catalonia, 
         group exhibition, Canals Gallery, Sant Cugat. 
        -Realization of the "Pluja" mural on the Fitness wall at the Caldea Thermoludic Center, 
         Escaldes. Andorra 
2003-Individual exhibition of photography in the Joan Prats-Artgràfic gallery. Barcelona, "Melancholia" 
        -Exhibition of individual painting in the exhibition hall "Academy of Fine Arts of Sabadell”. Sabadell 
        -Individual exhibition of painting in the Can Marc de Begur gallery. Girona 
2002-Individual painting exhibition in the exhibition hall of the Comú de Escaldes. Andorra 
2001-Winner of the first prize in the "I INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM OF SCULPTURE 
          FROM CREIXELL”. Tarragona. 
2000-Accessit by the Government of Catalonia and the Samsung firm in the "VIII Biennial 
         International Olympic athletes in art”. 
1999-Selected by the department of culture of l'Hérault to participate in the 
          artistic days "Jeunes échanges de cultures du Mediterranée" in Ganges. France 
        -Creation of 6 stained glass windows of 200 cm x 130 cm of methacrylate, for the Sports Center 
          of Encamp. Principat d'Andorra. 
1998-Accessit by the Generalitat of Catalonia and the department of sports of the 
          University of Barcelona in the "VII International Biennial of Olympic Athletes in the art” 
         -Realization of the ceiling "Under the waves" in the Luz de Wood room in the Termolúdico Center 
          Caldea 


